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Abstract
The Cahn-Hilliard equation is adapted to consider the spinodal decomposition of
A2B6 semiconductor solid solutions. This approach is used to analyze the process of
spinodal decomposition of ZnхCd1-хTe solid solution, which is accompanied by the
appearance of the composition modulation effect during its low-temperature synthesis.
Numerical simulations of the spinodal decomposition of the Zn хCd1-хTe solid solution
are performed. It is shown that micro-variations of the material composition are related
by the resonance phenomenon between the excess mixing energy and the energy of
elastic strains arising in the inclusions of the new phase, which are coherently
conjugated with the initial crystal lattice. It is revealed that such resonance phenomena
are most intense when the conditions for the material synthesis are located in close
proximity to the spinodal curves on the phase state diagram of the system.
Keywords: semiconducting II-VI materials; phase equilibria; spinodal
decomposition.
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Introduction
А2В6 semiconductor solid solutions are of practical interest for modern
electromagnetic radiation recorders on a wide range of wavelengths. Modern
technological methods for synthesizing superthin (nano) layers of this class of materials
are usually carried out at sufficiently low temperatures [1-4]. It is the use of low
temperatures that determines the possibility of obtaining thin layers of high chemical
purity with high crystal structural perfection. At the same time, low synthesis
temperatures mean that the thermodynamic state of the Zn хCd1-хTe solid solution is
close to the state of its spinodal decomposition. This statement follows from
experimental and theoretical studies of the low-temperature part of the Zn-Cd-Te
system phase diagram [3-4], where it is shown that the critical temperature of the
spinodal decomposition of the solid phase is at the level of 300°С. It points out that
under typical conditions of a technological process, the synthesis of layers of this
system, for example, by vacuum technologies [1, 2], is performed at lower temperatures
on the substrate. This situation leads to additional studies of thermodynamic processes
occurring during phase formation in these semiconductor systems and under such
conditions.
An essential consequence of the supersaturated state of the solid phase formed
under spinodal decomposition is the theory-predicted modulation effect of the
composition of the solid solution [5–7]. The essence of this effect is the formations in
the solid solution lattice the micro oscillations of its composition with the formation of a
kind of superstructure. The transition to a stable state of such a supersaturated solution,
as a rule, is accompanied by the appearance of new phases, the crystal lattice period
(CLP) of which differs from the CLP of the matrix of the starting material. The
formation of such new precipitates while maintaining coherent conjugation of the
periods of the lattices of the interconnected phases, in turn, involves energy costs for the
formation of new elastically deformed states in the initial crystal lattice.
We could not find in the literature direct experimental results on the detection of
micro oscillations of the composition in the layers of A 2B6 solid solutions or, what is the
same, on the composition modulation effect, in layers that were grown under
thermodynamic conditions close to boundaries of the spinodal decompositions. At the
same time, for a number of A3B5 semiconductors solid solutions synthesized, as a rule,
at sufficiently low temperatures, this effect was observed experimentally [8–10]. It
should be noted that the micro oscillations of the composition of the solid solutions are
found in epitaxial layers, which were obtained by fundamentally different methods, both
from the gas and liquid phases. Thus, by means of transmission electron microscopy, it
was possible to detect periodic changes in the composition in the epitaxial layers both in
GахIn1-хР, ternary solid solutions grown on a GаАs substrate [8] and quaternary Gа хIn1хРyАs1-y systems grown on InP substrates [9-10]. It has been established that metastable
solid solutions grown at temperatures below Tc are characterized by reduced mobility of
charge carriers due to their scattering in homogeneities of composition. An increase in
the epitaxy temperature in such systems eliminates spinodal decomposition on the
growth surface, which favorably affects the electrical properties of the epitaxial layers
[9].
These studies were carried out on heterostructures, where elastic deformations in
the layers arose when their CLP deviated from the lattice period of the massive
substrate. Such an elastically deformed state of inclusions of the precipitated new solid
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phase was preserved, naturally, as long as coherent conjugation of the crystal lattices in
the heterostructure remained. It was this that created the possibility of the appearance of
an oscillatory process associated with the transition of the energy of a decaying solid
phase into the elastic energy of deformed inclusions. Such a scheme of spinodal
decomposition of the material was analyzed by us in [11] as applied to the description
of the composition modulation effect in a solid solution forming a Gа хIn1-хР – GaАs
heterostructure.
At the same time, in modern synthesis methods, layers of a solid solution are
often deposited on an amorphous substrate (glass) or are obtained in the form of a
polycrystalline structure. It was under such conditions that the layers of Zn хCd1-хTe
solid solutions were obtained and studied by us in [1, 2]. In such a situation, the
inclusion of a new solid phase that appears due to the decomposition process differs in
the CLP from the average CLP of the main matrix of the solid solution. This leads to a
different method for calculating the values of elastic strains in the system, in
comparison with the technique used in [11] when the elastic state of the film was
controlled by the crystallographic parameters of the massive substrate. Indeed, in the
case of the formation of an elastically deformed inclusion in the crystalline matrix of the
material, its excess elastic energy must be calculated concerning the CLP of the initial
material itself. The latter, naturally, should also be reflected in the results of modeling
the process of spinodal decomposition of a material. The foregoing suggests additional
theoretical studies of the spinodal decomposition of A 2B6 semiconductor solid solutions,
which are synthesized by the indicated technological methods and are characterized by
different conditions for the appearance of the elastic energy component in the system.
In this article, it is presented in full the thermodynamic and mathematical model
for the spinodal decomposition of A2B6 ternary semiconductor solid solutions when the
deposition occurs without the stabilizing effect of a massive substrate. The findings
obtained refine and supplement the results presented in the paper [12].

Thermodynamics of spinodal decomposition
In [11], the fundamental equations for a spinodal decomposition of Cahn and
Hilliard [5–6] were adapted to describe spinodal phase transformations occurring in the
decay of a GaxIn1-xP semiconductor solid solution grown on a GaAs substrate. In the
present work, this approach is extended to describe the process of spinodal
decomposition of ZnxCd1-xTe solid solution when its layers or polycrystallites undergo
spinodal decomposition in the absence of external stabilizing action of the substrate.
When modeling the spinodal decomposition process for Zn xCd1-xTe solid solutions in a
wide range of its compositions are perform, the CLP of the solid phase matrix must be
considered as a current variable related to the average composition of the material. This
is a fundamental difference between the approach of the present work and the
conditions for decay simulation when the CLP of the deposited film is stabilized by the
CLP of the substrate.
To derive the equation for the kinetics of spinodal decomposition, we start from
c = −J , where
the balance law for the concentration c written in the classical form t
ex
el
W = G + G −  2 c
the flux J ~ W . In turn, the potential (free energy)
, where the
ex
ex
terms G and G correspond to excess molar energy of solid phase mixture and
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excess phase energy of the deformed crystal (the expressions for them are given in
[11]), the last term describes the dependence of W on the gradient of composition, 
is the coefficient of power series for the free energy corresponding to the solid solution
which is heterogeneous over its composition [5–7, 11]. Since we are interested in the
steady
processes,
the
above
equation
follows
the
relation
ex
el
2
G + G −  c =  = const , where the parameter  coincides with the chemical
potential of the solid phase [5-7,11]and is related to the mass conservation law [7].
Thus, the final expression for the spinodal decomposition equation reads as follows:
2
d x

dz 2

=  S x  (1 − x) + RT [ x ln x + (1 − x) ln(1− x)] + ijk  Noa(a − as ) 2 / 4 −  = F ( x),

1

where z is the coordinate in the direction of layer growth; x is the molar fraction
of ZnTe in the ZnxCd1-xTe solid solution;  S is the solid-phase interaction parameter in
the model of regular solutions for the ternary solid phaseZn xCd1-xTe; NO is the
Avogadro number; a, as are the current and average CLP layer (lattice period of the
initial solid solution matrix); ijk – the combination of the elastic moduli C ij [11,13];

R = 8.31 J/(mol K) is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature.
In this work, we simulate the composition modulation effect in the Zn xCd1-xTe
solid solutions layers in the crystallographic direction <111>. Therefore, the following
expression for calculating the energy parameter for the indicated crystallographic
orientation was used [11]:
λ111 =

where

6C 44(C11 + 2C12 )
,
C11 + 2C12 + 4C 44

Cij

are the elastic constants of the solid solution.

The problem turns out to be fully formulated when we take into account the ratio
for the average concentration of the component in the solid solution:
L

x=



1
 x( z )dz ,
L

2

0

where L is the period of composition oscillations.
The final statement of the problem of calculating the distribution of the solid
solution composition over the thickness of the grown layer involves the selection of
initial conditions for the decomposition process. It is the choice of the initial content of
the component in the solid solution that allows you to set the concentration interval in
which the search for solutions to the initial value problem will be carried out. The
classical conditions for this problem are the following:
xinit = const , dx

dz z =0

= 0.

3
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Thus, differential eq. (1) with initial conditions (3) and substance conservation
condition (2) forms an integro-differential nonlinear problem that fully characterizes the
distribution of the composition of semiconductor solid solutions of class A 2B6, which
are synthesized under thermodynamic conditions close to the spinodal decomposition
boundary of the material and in the absence of an external stabilizing effect of the
substrate.

Thermodynamic parameters and elastic properties of the Zn-Cd-Te
system.
The distribution of the components over the layer of the solid solution after its
spinodal decomposition is determined by the excess energy of mixing of the
components in the solid phase and the elastic parameters of the crystal matrix of the
solid solution, i.e. elastic constants Cij. The elastic constants required for the simulation,
as well as the data on CLP for semiconductor compounds forming ternary Zn xCd1-xTe
solid solutions, are presented in Table 1. The elastic properties of the solid solution, as
its CLP, for each current composition were modeled using linear approximations for
each of the material parameters according to traditional expressions [11].
Table 1. Elastic constants and crystal lattice parameters of CdTe and ZnTe compounds
at T=298 K [12].
Compound
CdTe
ZnTe

С11, hPa
53.8
72.2

С12, hPa
37.4
40.9

С44, hPa
20.18
30.80

CLP, nm
0.648
0.608

An important fragment in solving the problem is to take into account the
temperature dependences of all parameters that are necessary for the implementation of
the model. At the same time, the available data on their temperature changes show that
the variations in these values during the transition from typical synthesis temperatures to
room temperature do not exceed several percent (Table 1). Therefore, taking into
account the existing inaccuracy in both the experimental determination of the magnitude
of the parameters themselves and their temperature coefficients, it was decided to
neglect the change in the quantities under consideration and to use in the analysis their
values related to the room temperature.
Fundamentally important is the choice of the parameter of the solid-phase
interaction between the main components of the ZnxCd1-xTe solid solution. Indeed, this
parameter characterizing the excess energy of mixing of the components in a solid
solution not only used when describing the composition distribution in eq. (1), but its
value is closely related to the critical temperature of spinodal decomposition and the
position of boundaries of absolutely unstable and metastable regions on the
temperature-composition phase diagram. The position of the indicated boundaries in
their essence sets the intervals of thermodynamic parameters, where the application of
the analysis performed is justified, and its results are most informative.
As a rule, the indicated parameter and its temperature dependence are found by
processing the data on phase equilibria in the systems in accordance with the model of
simple solutions in different approximations. Despite the limited experimental
information on the state diagrams of Zn-Cd-Te systems, especially at the low-
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temperature interval, the solid-state interaction parameters reported in the literature do
not contradict their physical meaning and correlate well with each other for A 2B6
systems [4, 12]. Such a situation justifies the possibility of using the data from works [4,
12] for modeling the process of spinodal decomposition of the solid solutions to be
considered. The above considerations allow us to take the following value of the
S
parameter in the calculations  ZnTe
J/mol. The critical
−CdTe = (17230 − 14.83  T )
decomposition temperature corresponding to the accepted interaction parameter was
547 K. In the calculations, we used the relationship between the interaction parameter
and critical temperature known from the simple solutions theory [4]: Tc =  S /(2R) . The
results of calculations of the critical temperature clearly confirm the statement made
earlier that for ZnxCd1-xTe solid solutions, the thermodynamic conditions of layer
growth turn out to be very close to the boundaries of unstable states of the solid phase of
the material.

The mathematical software for the spinodal decomposition problem
Eq. (1), which describes the distribution of the composition of the solid phase,
the thermodynamic state of which is located near the boundary of the spinodal
decomposition, is a second-order nonlinear differential equation. The nonlinear nature
of the equation is due to complex relationships between the thermodynamic and elastic
properties of the crystal lattice with the solid solution composition.
The search for thermodynamic conditions when oscillation transitions of the
excess energy of mixing a solid solution into the energy of elastic deformations of
inclusions of a new phase appear in the system was carried out in accordance with the
procedure from [11]. For this, the phase portrait of differential eq. (1) was analyzed. The
expression for constructing such dependence was obtained by analogy with [7], and for
the equation, in question, the desired derivative can be calculated by the formula given
in [11].
In accordance with this expression and with selected constants  and  one can
obtain quantitative information about the behavior of the desired derivative. In the
problem of finding the intervals of system parameters where periodic solutions of the
differential equation under consideration will be observed, it is sufficient to qualitatively
track these dependencies. Therefore, the specific values of these constants at this stage
of the analysis do not carry informational values. In such a situation, to simplify the
calculations, it seems appropriate to use  = 1 and judge the course of the dependence of
the derivative accordingly on composition in dimensionless form. Naturally, the
composition of the solid solution was chosen as an independent variable in the analysis.
Such a choice of coordinate axes also meets the requirements for constructing a phase
portrait for the differential equation in question.
A typical view of the phase portrait of eq. (1) derived at the temperature of 450 K
is shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that the chosen calculation temperature is
obviously lower than the critical temperature (547 K) of the spinodal decomposition of
the material.
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As in [11], the singular points of eq. (1) when F (C1 ) = 0 and F (C2 ) = 0 are marked
by symbols C1 and C2. Naturally, the parameter forming the set of level lines
x

(isoenergetic lines) in Figure 1 is the total energy of a system E =  (dx / dz )2 − 2 F ( s)ds .



C1

Figure 1 shows the existence of such phase trajectories at the expected values of
the initial parameters of the system. They are located in close proximity to the stationary
points C1 and C2.
An analysis of the behavior of the solutions of the equation depending on the
thermodynamic parameters of the system [11] showed that the resonant state of interest
to us is located in the vicinity of point C2. It is in this interval of initial values for the
initial equation that all the previously discussed conditions for the manifestation of the
composition modulation effect in the solid solution, with the complex nature of
oscillations, are realized. Indeed, an analysis of the position of the C2 point at 450 K on
the temperature - composition thermodynamic phase diagram [3-4] shows that the
system is in close proximity to the spinodal of decay and falls into the region of the
metastable state, which lies between the spinodal lines and the corresponding binodal.
When the initial concentration is located slightly to the left of point C2, the solution of
the boundary problem shows a sharp increase in the amplitude of oscillations in the
distribution of the composition over the layer thickness. This allows us to hope that in
oscillations with such parameters, the nonlinear properties of differential eq. (1) will
also be clearly manifested.
Thus, to get the unique solution of system (1) – (2), we constructed the iterative
procedure for solving eq. (2) changing the initial data during the integration of system
(1).

Fig.1. Dependence of the derivative dx / dz on the composition for ZnxCd1-xTe solid
solutions at a temperature of 450 K (phase portrait), the orientation of the stabilizing
substrate <111>, and  =−190 J / mol. The points “C1 and C2” mark the stationary
points of differential eq. (1), i.e, concentration position of conditions F (C1 ) = 0, F (C2 ) = 0.
Curve 1 corresponds to the total energy E of the system [11] E=0.5 J/mol.; 2 – E=1.2
J/mol.; 3 – E=0.4 J/mol.; 4 – E=0.8 J/mol. The right panel represents the enlargement
of the rectangular domain in the left panel.
A set of testing and working calculation programs were implemented based on
the standard “Mathematica” software package. This approach to software development
allowed one to use proven standard procedures for solving differential and
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transcendental equations. This significantly reduced the total time spent on the
development of mathematical and software to the problem.
The high efficiency of the developed algorithm is confirmed by the high rate of
convergence and, accordingly, the low time spent on solving the problem. Typical
machine time needed to find solutions to the original integro-differential problem was
several minutes.

Modelling the composition modulation effect during the spinodal
decomposition of the ZnxCd1-xTesolid solutions.
The developed thermodynamic concepts of the spinodal decomposition of
ZnxCd1-xTe semiconductor solid solutions are applied to the description of the material
decomposition process when the thermodynamic state of the material is stabilized by the
elastic deformation of the initial crystal lattice. Unfortunately, there are no direct
experimental results on the discovery of the composition modulation effect in this
material during its synthesis under conditions when its state is close to the boundaries of
spinodal decomposition. At the same time, a theoretically substantiated prediction of
these material properties will be useful, both from the point of view of subsequent
control of such processes and to obtain a material with predetermined electro-optical
characteristics. The initial data for the modeling process and estimates of the model
parameters will be experimental data on the study of the composition modulation effect
in A3B5 solid solutions [8-10]. It points out that the GaxIn1-xP, GaxIn1-xPyАs1-y solid
solutions are the close analogs for studying ZnxCd1-xTe solid solution.
At the first stage of modeling, the substantiation of the parameters of the model
was carried out, which would correspond to its physical meaning and ensure consistent
forecasting of the parameters of the effects under consideration. As already noted, the
fitting parameters of the model are the coefficient of power series for the free energy of
a solid solution no uniform in composition  and constants  and xinit. Moreover, the
constant  , in essence, set only the period of composition oscillations in the solid
solution. At the same time, the parameter  , which is interpreted from the physical
point of view as the chemical potential of the system during spinodal decomposition,
controls the amplitude of the oscillatory process. Naturally, the choice of the magnitude
of these parameters was carried out in accordance with their physical meaning.
The parameter  was estimated in [11], where experimental data on the
oscillation period of the composition in GaxIn1-xP solid solution layers grown on a GaAs
<111> substrate from the intrinsic liquid phase were used [4]. Approximately the same
data on the oscillation period was found for the decomposition of Ga xIn1-xPyАs1-y solid
solutions in a heterostructure formed on an InP substrate [9–10]. According to this data,
the oscillation period of the composition of the quaternary solid solution is also at the
level of 200-300 nm. According to [11], the parameter  is proportional to the square
root of the oscillation period. That is, it is a relatively weak function of the magnitude of
the input, initial experimental data. Therefore, based on the indicated mathematical fact
and the fact that the periods of composition oscillations observed in experiments for
related solid solutions are close in magnitude, in the further analysis, the parameter 
is taken close to the analogous one from [11]. To achieve agreement with the
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experimental data for the composition period oscillations of about 200 nm, its value is
taken equal to  = 2.4 105 J nm2/mol.
As for the amplitude of the oscillatory process, in almost all cases, it was
reported that the amplitude of the composition oscillations in A 3B5 solid solutions does
not exceed 0.02 mol.fr. [8-10]. This range of the oscillatory process is naturally limited
by the possibility of the existence of the coherent conjugation of inclusions of a new
phase and the crystal lattice of the initial solution or, the same thing, of elastic stresses
in the system. Indeed, higher oscillation amplitudes will inevitably violate the
conditions for the existence of an elastically deformed phase conjugation. The latter will
inevitably lead to a breakdown of the oscillatory process. This made it possible in the
calculations to choose the parameter's value  , which would ensure the indicated
oscillation amplitude.
A typical form of the composition distribution and CLP over the layer of Zn xCd1xTe solid solution with xinit=0.169 mol.fr, which is synthesized at T=450 K for a selected
value of the parameter  , is shown in Figure 2. From this figure, it follows that the
periodic structure of the distribution of the solid solution composition is visible in the
direction of the growth of the layer. Moreover, the concentration profile of the
components differs significantly from the shape corresponding to harmonic oscillations.
This was a direct consequence of the complex dependence of the parameters of the
differential equation for the distribution of concentrations on the composition of the
material.
The calculated result of Figure 2 clearly illustrates the formation of concentration
domains during the synthesis of the solid phase under thermodynamic conditions close
to the boundaries of spinodal decomposition. Note that the values  = −190 J/mol and
xinit= 0.191 mol.fr. chosen in this calculation for T=450 K, are located on the abscissa of
the phase portrait of eq. (1) (Figure 2) somewhat to the left of point C2, i.e. lie on a
curve describing the resonance between the energy causing the decomposition of the
solid solution and the elastic energy created by the inclusions of the new final phase.
This means that the solution found is in close proximity to the resonance state, which is
characterized by a significant increase in the oscillation amplitude and, as a
consequence, the manifestation of the nonlinear properties of the system.

a)
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b)

c)
Fig. 2. Distribution of composition x (z ) (a) and of the relative lattice mismatch
between CLP of new precipitates and CLP of the matrix of the starting material
a( z ) / a (b) over the ZnxCd1-xTe solid solution layer (z-coordinate) synthesized at
T=450 K with an average composition x =0.198 mol.fr. An experimental estimate of the
oscillation amplitude was made according to data from [8-10]; c) Fragment of the
phase portrait of the oscillation, providing the effect of modulation of the composition
of the solid solution.
Figure 2 also presents generalized data on a typical value of the amplitude of
composition oscillations, which were observed experimentally when studying the
composition modulation effect in some A3B5 solid solutions [8-10]. Figure 2 follows
that, with the right choice of the parameter  , a quite satisfactory agreement between
the calculations and the experiment can be achieved. It should be noted that such a
correspondence to experiment is possible only with special relations between the values
of mixing energy, elastic energy, and the chemical potential of the system. Indeed, if the
maximum of the total energy is located in such a way that the points C1 and C2 are
practically spaced relative to each other, then the amplitude of the oscillations will be
very significant. Significant composition variations in such a process will lead to the
appearance of large crystal lattice mismatches in coherently matching materials. In such
a situation, the parameters of the system can exceed their critical values with the
formation of dislocation networks and the breakdown of the coherent state of phases.
The latter will inevitably lead to a breakdown of the oscillatory process, and in this case,
the model under consideration is not applicable. The last argument allows us to make
the following assumption. Due to the fact that for the composition modulation effect in
the solid solution to occur, many factors must coincide, the effect under consideration
should not be manifested in all cases when the growth system is in a state close to the
spinodal decomposition. Therefore, the composition modulation effect should be
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recognized as an effect that should rarely occur in the practical implementation of the
process of obtaining ternary solid solutions.
Figure 3 shows the results of modeling the effect of the spinodal decomposition
of solid solutions at a temperature of their formation of 450 K for all material
compositions. The calculated position of spinodal and binodal on the ternary Zn-Cd-Te
state diagram with a known parameter  S can be simply obtained using formulas, for
example, from [13,4].

a)

b)

Fig.3. The low-temperature fragment of the Zn-Cd-Te phase diagram (a) and the
dependence of the oscillation amplitude Ax (b) arising at a material synthesis
temperature of 450 K on the composition of the Zn xCd1-xTe solid solutions. Curves 1 and
2 are system’s binodal and spinodal; 3 – isothermal cross section of the diagram at 450
K.

From the calculations, it follows that, as the composition of the solid solution
approaches the boundaries of the stable and metastable region, the resonance conditions
between the mixing energy and the energy of elastic deformations are fulfilled more and
more accurately. This is reflected in an increase in the amplitude of composition
oscillations of the solid solutions. With a significant removal of the thermodynamic
state of the system from the boundaries of material instability, the resonance conditions
are practically not satisfied. This means that there is no possibility for the development
of intense oscillatory processes in the system, and therefore there is no composition
modulation effect in the material. Therefore, it can be argued that the composition
modulation effect in solid solutions may be intense and can be experimentally detected
when the thermodynamic state of the system is very close to the boundaries of spinodal
decomposition.
The appearance of periodic composition oscillations with a period of several
nanometers should be taken into account when forming superthin layers or
nanostructures based on A2B6 solid solutions, when the thicknesses of the grown layers
become comparable with the modulation period, and the material is synthesized at
temperatures close to spinodal decomposition conditions.
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Conclusion
The adaptation of the Cahn-Hilliard equation is performed for describing the
process of concentration domain formation at the spinodal decomposition of Zn xCd1-xTe
ternary solid solutions. This physical phenomenon is responsible for the appearance of
micro oscillation of the composition of the solid solution (composition modulation
effect) when it is synthesized under conditions close to a thermodynamically unstable
state.
A quantitative description of the composition modulation effect is obtained by
numerically solving the resulting differential equation. It is shown that the appearance
of micro oscillations of the composition of the solid solution is associated with the
resonance between the excess mixing energy of the decaying solid phase and the energy
of elastic strains arising in the inclusions of the new solid phase, which are coherently
conjugated with the crystal lattice of the initial material. The most favorable
temperature and concentration conditions for the occurrence of such an oscillatory
process are indicated on the state diagram of the system.
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